


Programming	with	Python	for	
Data	Science



Unit	Topics

• Interactions	with	files
• Scripting
• Error	checking
• Classes



Learning	objectives

• Know	how	to	load	and	save	data	from	files
• Write	programs	that	behave	correctly	also	if	
an	unpredictable	error	occurs

• Describe	the	essential	caracteristics of	Python	
classes



Files
• Until	now	we	have	been	using	a	standard	input	and	
outputs,	that	means	that	for	getting	input	characters,	
you	use	the	keyboard	and	for	output,	you	use	the	
screen.

• However,	there	are	other	ways	to	get	input	to	your	
program	and	create	output.	An	important	input	and	
output	method	is	to	read	from	a	file	and	write	into	a	
file.

• Python	provides	the	necessary	functions	and	methods	
to	read	from	the	files	and	write	into	the	files.



open()
Before	you	can	read	or	write	into	a	file,	you	have	to	prepare	the	file	and	tell	Python	
what	do	you	intend	to	do	with	it.
For	example,	you	have	to	tell	Python	what	format the	file	has,	and	if	you	intend	to	
read from	it	or	write into	it,	or	do	you	intend	to	append to	the	end	of	it,	and	so	on.
Preparing	a	file	is	done	by	using	a	function	called	"open	()".

file_object=open(file_name [,mode][,buffering])

The	object returned	by	the	open()	function	can	be	used	to	interact	with	the	file.

At	the	end	of	your	interaction	with	the	file	you	must	call	the	close()method	of	the	
file	object.



How to	read	and	write



Example
Download	the	following	text,	and	put	it	in	the	working	directory	of	your	Python	
installation

http://bit.do/letter-txt

Do	you	know	your	current	working	directory?	You	can	use	the	module	os:
>>> import os
>>> os.getcwd()
/Users/domenico/Google Drive/

The	os module	contains	a	variety	of	low-level	functions		for	I/O	and	manipulation	of	
files	and	directories,	and	is	OS	independent.

>>> os.chmod(path,mode) # Change file permissions
>>> os.link(src,dst) # Create a hard link
>>> os.listdir(path) # Return a list of names in a directory
>>> os.mkdir(path[,mode]) # Create a directory
>>> os.remove(path) # Remove a file
>>> os.rename(src,dst) # Rename a file
>>> os.rmdir(path) # Remove a directory
>>> os.stat(path) # Return file information
>>> os.symlink(src,dst) # Create a symbolic link



Basic	read
Now	that	you	have	the	file,	you	can	read	it!

>>> my_file=open('lettera.txt', 'r')
>>> my_str=my_file.read()
>>> print(my_str)
>>> my_file.close()

Here	you	have	a	single	string	that	contains	the	entire	file,	but	probably	this	is	not	very	
useful.	You	can	use	the	function	readline() for	reading	a	single	line	from	the	file,	
but	you	can	also	use	an	interesting	propriety	of	the	file	object:	it	is	an	iterable.

>>> data=open('lettera.txt')
>>> for each_line in data:

actor, text = each_line.split(":")
print(actor, end='')
print(" says: ")
print(text)

Here	we	may	want	to	make	some	elaboration	on	our	text	data;	in	a	first	approximation	
we	want	to	reformat	it	"nicely":	can	you	say	what	is	the	output	formatting?	Try	it!



>>> data=open('lettera.txt')
>>> for each_line in data:

actor, text = each_line.split(":")
print(actor, end='')
print(" says: ")
print(text)

ValueError: too many values to unpack (expected 2)

The	input	line	

PEPPINO: Hai detto: "Signorina!"...

contains two separators,	but on	the	left side	of	split() there are	only two
variables!	 Python cannot assign the	third part	of	the	string,	and	raise an	exception.
Let’s check the	split()documentation to	see if there are	a	simple way	to	resolve
this issue,	with	help(str.split) or	Cmd+I in	spyder

split(...) 
| S.split(sep=None, maxsplit=-1) -> list of strings
| Return a list of the words in S, using sep as the 
| delimiter string. If maxsplit is given, at most maxsplit
| splits are done. If sep is not specified or is None, any
| whitespace string is a separator and empty strings are 
| removed from the result.



>>> data=open('lettera.txt')
>>> for each_line in data:

actor, text = each_line.split(":", 1)
print(actor, end='')
print(" says: ")
print(text)

ValueError: not enough values to unpack (expected 2, got 1)

The	ValueError is changed,	there is another type of	format	mismatch.
The	line	
(pausa)
does not contains a	separator.
If you have some	programming experience now surely you have recognized a	common	
situation:	the	data	format	is not fully known at the	time	of	implementation of	the	
code.

There	are	two	alternative	options	at	this	point:
1. continue	to	add	code	that	deals	with	the	specific	cases
2. make	errors	happen	and	manage	them	appropriately



Errors management
• The	second way	to	deal	with	the	"changing data	format"	problem is

based on	the	fact that,	as we have seen,	when Python finds a	
runtime error it shows	the	stack traceback followed by	an	error
message:	it raises an	exception.

• Exceptions can	be	captured and	managed,	avoiding that an	error
may stop	the	program.

• In	this way	the	code	becomes more	robust,	and	is able to	survive
unexpected inputs.	You must	obviously provide a	code	that will be	
executed in	response to	a	raised exception.

• The	language keyword	to	be	used in	the	error management	are	
try and	except.



>>> for each_line in data:
try:

actor, text = each_line.split(":", 1)
print(actor, end='')
print(" dice: ")
print(text)

except:
pass

In	this	case	we	do	not	want	the	code	to	do	something	special	about	the	(pause)	line,	
and	in	general	in	any	other	error	case.

But	there	are	errors	with	greater	severity,	think	about	for	example	trying	to	open	a	
non	existent	file.	The	except	keyword	can	be	customized	in	order	to	respond	
differently	to	a	specific	error.

If	you	try	to	open	a	non	existent	file	you	have:

>>> data=open('imnothere.txt')
FileNotFoundError: [Errno 2] No such file or directory: 'imnothere.txt'



>>> try:    
data=open('lettera.txt')    
for each_line in data:

try:            
actor, text = each_line.split(":", 1)
print(actor, end='')
print(" says: ")
print(text)

except:
pass

data.close()
except FileNotFoundError:    

print("The datafile is missing!")

>>> try:    
data=open('lettera.txt')    
for each_line in data:        

actor, text = each_line.split(":", 1)        
print(actor, end='')        
print(" says: ")        
print(text)    

data.close()
except FileNotFoundError:    

print("The datafile is missing!")
except ValueError as err:    

print(err)

In	this	version	we	keep	printing	whenever	we	get	a	reading	error,	and	we	have	a	nice	
message	if	we	give	the	program	a	wrong	file.

In	this	version	we	stop	whenever	we	get	a	reading	error,	printing	the	error	message.	
Note	the	double	except	statement!



Write	data
• Data	processing	not	only	needs	data,	but	also	produces

data.	Programs	typically	save	data	in	file	system	files,	show	
them	on	the	screen	or	transfer	them	over	the	network.

• To	give a	meaningful example,	with	a	data	processing	
between data	read and	write,	now we’ll go	back	to	the	
previous code	and	we’ll change it adding some	data	
modification

• Your	task	will be	to	create	two different lists,	one for	each
actor in	the	dialog,	that contain only the	relative	actor lines.



>>> try:    
data=open('lettera.txt')    
for each_line in data:

try:            
actor, text = each_line.split(":", 1)
print(actor, end='')
print(" dice: ")
print(text)

except:
pass

data.close()
except FileNotFoundError:    

print("The datafile is missing!")

1. Create two empty lists,		L1 and	L2,
2. Remove any unwanted white spaces from	text
3. Write	the	code	that adds text to	the	relevant list	depending on	the	value of	

actor
4. At	the	end	print the	two lists L1 and	L2 on	the	screen

Exercise



L1 = []
L2 = []

try:
data=open('lettera.txt')
for each_line in data:

try:
(actor, text) = each_line.split(":", 1)
text=text.strip()
if actor=="TOTO'":

L1.append(text)
elif actor=="PEPPINO":

L2.append(text)
except ValueError:

pass
data.close()

except IOerror as err:
print(err)

print(L1)
print(L2)

Note	that the	strip() function actually creates a	NEW	string,	so	a	reference to	the	
new	string is assigned to	the	name text, replacing the	reference to	the	old string.

If the	old string does not have any reference pointing to	it,	is considered unused,	and	
its memory space reallocated.



Write	a	list	in	your file

>>> help(open)
>>> help(str.strip)

>>> outFile=open("data.out", 'w')
>>> print("Python for dummies", file=outFile)

The	print() function,	can	take	as the	first	argument the	string to	be	printed,	and	as
the	second argument the	name of	the	object file	to	use:

We have printed the	new	lists on	the	screen,	but now we want to	write it in	a	data	file.	

The	open() function,	that we have already used,	by	default	opens the	file	for	reading,	
but it can	also be	used to	open	files in	write or	append mode.	To	see the	help	about
open(),	and	for	example about the	strip() function seen before:

Now go	and	replace the	list	print with	a	write in	a	output	file.



L1 = []
L2 = []

try:
...

try:
L1_file=open('L1_data.txt','w')
L2_file=open('L2_data.txt','w')
print(L1, file=L1_file)
print(L2, file=L2_file)
L1_file.close()
L2_file.close()

except IOError:
print('File Error')

When you run this code	you create	the	output	files L1_data.txt	and	L2_data.txt

But…there is a	problem.
When you are	reading data	from	a	file,	an	IOError can	be	"quite boring",	but rarely
dangerous.	The	same issue is very different if you are	writing to	a	file:	you MUST	
handle the	error BEFORE	the	file	is closed,	otherwise the	written data	can	be	left in	an	
inconsistent state,	or	not be	written at all.



with
L1 = []
L2 = []

try:
...

try:
with open('L1_data.txt','w') as L1_file, \

open('L2_data.txt','w') as L2_file:
print(L1, file=L1_file)
print(L2, file=L2_file)

except IOError as err:
print('File Error', err)

Now you are	sure that,	whatever happens during the	data	writing,	Python will
correctly close any open	file.



Pickle
If now you read your brand-new	files:	
>>> with open('L1_data.txt') as mdf:

print(type(mdf.readline())
<class 'str'>

Ops!	We	had	a	list	in	memory,	but	we	saved	a	string!
Surely	you	do	not	want	to	write	a	code	to	re-interpret	it	as	a	list…

Python comes with	a	standard	module called pickle,	that can	save and	load any
data	object,	including lists.	When you load the	data	from	file,	the	objects are	recreated
in	memory with	their original format.
Think about how it might be	useful for	a	program that makes long	calculations.

try:
with open('L1_data.txt','wb') as L1_file, \
open('L2_data.txt','wb') as L2_file:

pickle.dump(L1,L1_file)
pickle.dump(L2,L2_file)

except IOError as err:
print('File Error', err)

except pickle.PickleError as perr:
print('Pickling error: ',perr)



import pickle
L1 = []
L2 = []
try:

with open('lettera.txt') as data:
for each_line in data:

try:
(actor, text) = each_line.split(":", 1)
text=text.strip()
if actor=="TOTO'":

L1.append(text)
elif actor=="PEPPINO":

L2.append(text)
except ValueError:

pass
except IOError as err:

print(err)
try:

with open('L1_data.pickle','wb') as L1_file, \
open('L2_data.pickle','wb') as L2_file:

pickle.dump(L1,L1_file)
pickle.dump(L2,L2_file)

except IOError as err:
print('File Error', err)

except pickle.PickleError as perr:
print('Pickling error: ',perr)

http://bit.do/letter-py 



Read	a	pickle	Data
If you open	with	an	editor	the	files that pickle has created,	you will realize that pickle
uses its own format,	or	protocol,	to	write data.

Let's see how to	import	the	saved data	into another program:

import pickle
new_L1=[]
new_L2=[]
try:

with open('L1_data.pickle','rb') as L1_file, \
open('L2_data.pickle','rb') as L2_file:
new_L1=pickle.load(L1_file)
new_L2=pickle.load(L2_file)

except IOError as err:
print('File error: ', err)

except pickle.PickleError as perr:
print('Pickling error: ', perr)

print(new_L1[3])
'"Signorina!"...'



Scripting:	Hello	World!
Here	we can	see some	characteristics of	a	Linux/Mac	script.

#!/usr/bin/env python3
import sys,math
usage = 'Usage: %s number' % sys.argv[0]
try:

number=sys.argv[1]
except:

print(usage)
sys.exit(1)

r=float(number)
s=math.sin(r)
print( "Hello, World! sin(" , r , ")=", s)



• In	the	first	row it should appear the	full	path to	the	interpreter of	
the	script,	but you can	use	the	env program to	avoid the	explicitly
written path

• This makes it possible to	move the	script	between multiple	systems
with	python installations homed in	different directories

• The	script	must	have execution permissions

#!/usr/bin/env python3
import sys,math
usage = 'Usage: %s number' % sys.argv[0]
try:

number=sys.argv[1]
except:

print(usage)
sys.exit(1)

r=float(number)
s=math.sin(r)
print( "Hello, World! sin(" , r , ")=", s)



number = sys.argv[1]

• The	first	item	of	the	list	sys.argv[] contains the	script	name (remember:	the	starting index is
ALWAYS	0),	the	other items contain the	script	arguments,	passed from	the	command line.	

r = float(number)

• You can	not make a	calculation directly with	the	string,	so	you need to	convert it to	a	floating-point
number.

s = math.sin(r)

• At	this point the	function that calculates the	sin(r) is called,	and	that function is defined inside	
the	math module.	

#!/usr/bin/env python3
import sys,math
usage = 'Usage: %s number' % sys.argv[0]
try:

number=sys.argv[1]
except:

print(usage)
sys.exit(1)

r=float(number)
s=math.sin(r)
print( "Hello, World! sin(" , r , ")=", s)



To	pass argv to	a	script	in	Spyder,	you	need	to	go	the	menu	entry
Run	>	Configure
or	press	the F6 key,	then	look	for	the	option	called
Command	line	options
on	the	dialog	that	appears	after	that,	and	finally	enter	the	command	line	arguments	
you	want	to	pass	to	the	script.



Exercise
Write	a	Python script	that is able to	compute	the	natural logarithm of	a	
number that is passed as input

For	example if you run

computeLog.py 1.0 xyz -0.9 2.1

the	script	must	prints as results:

ln(1)=0
ln(xyz) non numeric input
ln(-0.9) not allowed
ln(2.1)=0.741937

• You can	loop over	the	input	parameters at least in	4	different ways:
1. for r in sys.argv[1:]
2. for (with	a	integer index)	on	sys.argv
3. while (with	an	integer index)	on	sys.argv
4. while 1: that stops when sys.argv[i] becomes invalid

– Always	check that the	scripts	is called with	at least one parameter.





Exercise
The	data	file

http://bit.do/datatr-txt

contains a	function,	represented by	couples of	values (x,y)

You must	transform every y	value with	a	function f(y),	defined by:

y**5*exp(-y) if y >0 
f(y) = 

0 otherwise

The	results must	be	written in	a	file.

In	other words every element (x,y)	read from	the	input	file	must	became an	element (x,f(y))	in	the	output	file. The	
f(y)	values must	be	written in	scientific notation 12.5	(for	example -0.25	=	-2.50000E-01)

The	script	must	take	as inputs the	input	and	output	file	names,	and	must	perform this logical steps::
1. Read	from	cli	the	names of	the	files,	and	open	them
2. Define the	transformation function
3. For	every input	line:

– Read	x	and	y
– Compute	f(y)
– Write	x	and	f(y)	in	the	output	file





Suppose	that	we	want	to	read	a	file	with	multiple	time	series	data	recorded	in	multiple	columns,	and	
write	them	in	multiple	individual	files,	one	file	for	each	column.
You	can	download	the	file	from	http://bit.do/timeseries-txt
The	data	format	is:

comment
1.5
tmp-measures tmp-model1 tmp-model2

0.0 0.1 1.0
0.1 0.1 0.188
0.2 0.2 0.25

The	second	line	contains	a	common	data	to	the	series,	the	acquisition	time	step	Δt.	
The	columns which follow are	the	series fi(kΔt) where k=0,1,…m	counts	the	time	steps.
Your	script	must:

1. Open	the	input	file,	whose	name	is	given	as	an	argument	on	the	command	line
2. Read	and	skip	the	first	comment	line
3. Take	the	Δt from	the	second	line
4. Read	the	names	of	the	output	files	from	the	third	line,	and	build	a	list	of	output	files
5. Finally	read	the	remaining	lines	and	split	them	in	the	set	of	values,		and	write	each	value,	

in	scientific	notation,	in	the	corresponding	file	with	the	correct	time	value
For	example
Tmp-model2.dat:

0  1.00000e+00
1.5  1.88000e-01

3  2.50000e-01





Classes
Like	the	majority	of	other	modern	programming	languages,	Python	allows	you	
to	create	and	define	an	object-oriented	class	that	can	be	used	to	associate	
code	with	the	data	that	it	operates	on.	

Using	a	class helps reduce	complexity.	
• By	associating your code	with	the	data	it works on,	you reduce	complexity

as your code	base	grows.	

Reduced complexity means fewer bugs.	
• Reducing complexity results in	fewer bugs in	your code.	However,	it’s a	

fact of	life	that your programs will have functionality added over	time,	
which will result in	additional complexity.	Using	classes to	manage this
complexity is a	very good thing.	

Fewer bugs means more	maintainable code.	
• Using	classes lets you keep your code	and	your data	together in	one place,	

and	as your code	base	grows,	this really can	make quite a	difference.	



• Once	a	class	definition	is	in	place,	you	can	use	it	to	
create	(or	instantiate)	data	objects,	which	inherit	their	
characteristics	from	your	class.	

• Within	the	object-oriented	world,	your	code	is	often	
referred	to	as	the	class’s	methods,	and	your	data	is	
often	referred	to	as	its	attributes.	Instantiated	data	
objects	are	often	referred	to	as	instances.	

• Each	object	is	created	from	the	class	and	shares	a	
similar	set	of	characteristics.	The	methods	(your	code)	
are	the	same	in	each	instance,	but	each	object’s	
attributes	(your	data)	differ	because	they	were	created	
from	your	raw	data.	



Use	class to	define	classes	
Python	uses	the	keyword	class to	define	classes.	Every	defined	class	
has	a	special	method	called	__init__(),	(note	the	double	
underscore)	which	allows	you	to	control	how	objects	are	initialized.	
Methods	within	your	class	are	defined	in	much	the	same	way	as	
functions,	that	is,	using	def.	Here’s	the	basic	form:	

Do	not	forget	the	colon,	and	the	indentation	that	defines	the	code	
block.

__init__ it's always the	initialization method (constructor):	the	
arguments passed to	the	istance name during the	object creation are	
passed to	this method.

class Detector:
def __init__(self):

#Initialization code…



Creating	object	instances
With	the	class	in	place,	it’s	easy	to	create	object	instances.	Simply	
assign	a	call	to	the	class	name	to	each	of	your	variables.	In	this	way,	
the	class	(together	with	the	__init__()method)	provides	a	
mechanism	that	lets	you	create	a	custom	factory	function	that	you	can	
use	to	create	as	many	object	instances	as	you	require:	

The	brackets	tell	Python	to	create	a	new	"Detector"	object,	which	is	
then	assigned	to	the	variable	on	the	left.
Unlike	in	C++-inspired	languages,	Python	has	no	notion	of	defining	a	
constructor	called	“new.”	

a=Detector()
b=Detector()
c=Detector()



The	importance	of	self
• When	you	define	a	class	you	are,	in	effect,	defining	a	custom	factory	

function	that	you	can	then	use	in	your	code	to	create	instances:	

• When	Python	processes	this	line	of	code,	it	turns	the	factory	
function	call	into	the	following	call,	which	identifies	the	class,	the	
method	(which	is	automatically	set	to	__init__()),	and	the	
object	instance	being	operated	on:	

• Remember	that	we	have	defined	

•

• The	target	identifer is	assigned	to	the	self	argument.	Without	it,	
the	Python	interpreter	can’t	work	out	which	object	instance	to	
apply	the	method	invocation	to.	The	self	argument	helps	identify	
which	object	instance’s	data	to	work	on.

a=Detector()

Detector.__init__(a)

class Detector:
def __init__(self):

#Initialization code…



Every	method’s	first	argument	is	self 
• In	fact,	not	only	does	the	__init__()method	require	self	as	its	first	

argument,	but	so	does	every	other	method	defined	within	your	class.
• Python	arranges	for	the	first	argument	of	every	method	to	be	the	invoking

(or	calling)	object	instance.	
• Let’s	extend	the	sample	class	to	store	a	value	in	a	object	attribute	called	

thing with	the	value	set	during	initialization.	Another	method,	called	
how_big(),	returns	the	length	of	thing	due	to	the	use	of	the	len() BIF:	

class Detector:
def __init__(self, value=0):

self.thing = value
def how_big(self):

return len(self.thing))

The	init code	now	assigns	a	supplied	values	to	a	class	attribute	called	
self.thing.

Note	the	use	of	self to	identify	the	calling	object	istance.



When	you	invoke	a	class	method	on	an	object	
instance,	Python	arranges	for	the	first	argument	
to	be	the	invoking	object	instance,	which	is	
always	assigned	to	each	method’s	self	
argument.	This	fact	alone	explains	why	self	is
so	important	and	also	why	self	needs	to	be	the	
first	argument	to	every	object	method	you	write:	

a=Detector("Holy Grail")

a.how_big()

Detector.__init__(a,"Holy Grail")

Detector.how_big(a)

What you write: What Python executes: 



Inheritance
• You can	use	a	basic concept of	obect oriented programming,	the	

inheritance,	and	build a	"new	style	class",	that are	a	subclass that
inherit from	the	built-in	classes.	

• A	subclass inherits from	the	class it derives from	the	methods and	
the	attributes,	and	can	specialize the	parent class with	new	
methods and	attributes,	or	can	rewrite the	parent's methods.

• You can	subclass also a	custom	defined class.

• Be	warned though:	Python does not care	about interfaces,	so	you
do	not need to	define interface classes and	implementation classes.	

• Python is a	duck typed language.



Duck	typing
When	I	see	a	bird	that	walks	like	a	duck	and	swims	like	a	duck	and	quacks	like	
a	duck,	I	call	that	bird	a	duck. (Attributed	to James	Whitcomb	Riley )

• In	a	duck	typed	language	all	that	matters	is	the	interface	of	the	used	
object,	and	not	its	type.

• In	a	non-duck-typed	language	you	can	create	a	function	that	takes	as	input	
an	object	of	"duck"	type,	and	calls	the	walk() and	quack() functions.	
The	language	checks	that	the	object	has	the	correct	type	(and	exposes	
the	correct	interface)

• In	a	duck-typed	language	an	equivalent	function	takes	as	input	an	object	
of	ANY	type	and	tries	to	call	walk() and	quack().	If	the	methods	are	
not	present	the	language	raises	a	runtime	exception,	if	the	object	has	
them	the	methods	are	executed.

• Polymorphism without inheritance:	it is not necessary that classes inherit
from	a	common	interface,	because the	function does not require it!



>>> class NamedList(list):
def __init__(self, a_name):

list.__init__([])
self.name=a_name

>>> johnny=NamedList("John Paul Jones")
>>> type(johnny)
__main__.NamedList
>>> dir(johnny)
['__add__', '__class__', '__contains__', '__delattr__', '__delitem__', 
'__delslice__', '__dict__', '__doc__', '__eq__', '__format__', '__ge__', 
'__getattribute__', '__getitem__', '__getslice__', '__gt__', '__hash__', 
'__iadd__', '__imul__', '__init__', '__iter__', '__le__', '__len__', 
'__lt__', '__module__', '__mul__', '__ne__', '__new__', '__reduce__', 
'__reduce_ex__', '__repr__', '__reversed__', '__rmul__', '__setattr__', 
'__setitem__', '__setslice__', '__sizeof__', '__str__', '__subclasshook__', 
'__weakref__', 'append', 'count', 'extend', 'index', 'insert', 'name', 
'pop', 'remove', 'reverse', 'sort']

>>> johnny.append("Bass Player")
>>> johnny.extend(['Composer','Arranger','Musician'])
>>> johnny
['Bass Player', 'Composer', 'Arranger', 'Musician']
>>> johnny.name
'John Paul Jones'
>>> for attr in johnny:

print(johnny.name, " is a ", attr,".")

Provide	the	name	of	the	class	
that	this	new	class	derives	from.	

Initialize	the	derived	from	class,	
and	then	assign	the	argument	to	
the	attribute.	
“johnny”	is	a	“NamedList”	

“johnny”	can	do	everything a	list	can,	as	
well	as	store	data	in	the	“name”	attribute.	

“johnny”	is	like	any	other	list,	so	feel	free	
to	use	it	wherever	you’d	use	a	list.	

Built-in	list	methods



Class	attributes
• A	class can	have two types of	attributes:

1. Data	attributes:	are	the	variables that identify a	particular object
instance of	the	class.	Each instance has its own value for	them.

2. Class	attributes:	are	relative	to	the	entire class.	All instances of	the	
class share	the	same value for	them.	In	other languages they are	
called "static data	member".

• Class	attributes are	defined within the	definition of	a	class,	but
outside of	any method

• Since there is only one attribute per	class and	not one for	instance,	
you can	access them or	by	the	istance name, or	in	the	class
methods by	self.__class__.name



Esempio
>>> class point:

counter=0
def __init__(self,x,y):

self.x=x; self.y=y
point.counter += 1

>>> for i in range(1000):
p = point(i*0.01, i*0.001)

>>> point.counter
1000
>>> p.counter
1000
>>> p.__class__.counter
1000

If	you	assign	a	value	to	counter	THROUGH an	instance,	actually	you	create	a	new	
attribute!	The	local	attribute	hides	the	class	attribute.

>>> for i in range(1000):
p = point(i*0.01, i*0.001)

>>> p.counter=0 
>>> point.counter
1000
>>> p.counter
0
>>> p = point(0,0) 
>>> p.counter 
2001

This	is	the	class	attribute

Access	to	the	class	attribute	by	the	
class	name

Three	different	methods	to	read	the	
class	attribute

This	is	a	NEW	attribute!

The	class	attribute	is	not	changed

Now	you	cannot	read	the	class	attribute	
from	p:	you	get	the	istance one!

From	other	istances nothing	changes



Built-in	methods and	attributes
• The	following	attributes	exist	for	any	class:

1. __doc__:	is the	variable that keeps the	documentation string for	the	class (written under	the	
keyword	class)

2. __class__:	is the	variable that provides a	reference to	the	class from	any instance of	it
3. __module__:	is the	variable that provides a	reference to	the	module in	which the	particular

class is defined

• Classes contain a	few methods included by	default	eve if they are	not explicitly
defined.	For	example __init__ or	__repr__ exist for	all classes.

• Many of	these methods are	automatically invoked when built-in	operators are	
used.	For	example print f,	or	simply type f on	the	Python command prompt,	
calls f.__repr__() ,	that if not overwritten produces a	string representation of	
the	f object.	

• All built-in	methods have a	double	underscore	around the	name,	and	can	always
be	overridden by	the	programmer
1. __init__:	 it's the	class constructor
2. __len__:	 defines how len(obj) works on	class istances

>>> p
<__main__.point instance at 0x10a9b7560>



Copy
• As	we	have	seen	you	can	copy	an	immutable	objects	with	an	assignment,	a	list	

with	a	slice,	a	dictionary	with	the	copy() function.	An	assignment	ALWAYS	make	
a	copy	of	reference	only.	So	how	do	you	copy	a	class	istance?

• You	have	to	use	the	copymodule,	with	the	functions	copy.copy() and	
copy.deepcopy().	The	first	method	does	a	shallow copy,	that	is	nested	
mutable	objects	are	not	copied	(dict.copy()	and	list	slicing	are shallow).

• In	order	for	a	class	to	define	its	own	copy	implementation,	it	can	define	special	
methods	__copy__() and		__deepcopy__().	The	former	is	called	to	
implement	the	shallow	copy	operation;	no	additional	arguments	are	passed.	The	
latter	is	called	to	implement	the	deep	copy	operation;	it	is	passed	one	argument,	
the	memo	dictionary.	If	the	__deepcopy__() implementation	needs	to	make	a	
deep	copy	of	a	component,	it	should	call	the	deepcopy()	function	with	the	
component	as	first	argument	and	the	memo	dictionary	as	second	argument.

>>> import copy
>>> newObj = copy.copy(myObj)        # shallow copy
>>> newObj2 = copy.deepcopy(myObj2)  # deep copy



Comparison
• Instead	of	a	single	method	to	address	sorting	and	all	six	comparison	

operators,	there’s	a	one-to-one	correspondence	between	operator	and	
method:

1. == __eq__()
2. != __ne__()
3. > __gt__()
4. >= __ge__()
5. < __lt__()
6. <= __le__()

• In	this	way	you	can	manage	partially	ordered	sets,	where	some	pairs	(A,	B)	
simply	don't	have	an	order	relative	to	each	other.	



Exercises

Define	a	class	with	a	single	method,	which	prints	"Hello".	Then	create	an	instance	of	
the	class	and	call	its	method



Exercises
Define a	"plant"	class with	a	constructor that initializes two instance attributes,	name
and	size.	In	the	same class define a	method that prints the	values of	these variables.	
Finally,	create	several instances,	and	call	the	defined method.



Exercises

Write	a	program that defines a	2D	Point	class,	which represents a	point of	the	plane,	
with	a	dist()method that calculates the	distance from	the	origin.	Then use	the	
class with	some	example points.


